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FOREWORD

This retort has been supported jointly by Avco Everett Research
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Agency, monitored by the Army Missile Command, United States Army,
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Air Force program monitor for contract AF 04(694)-690 is Thomas W.
Swartz, 1st Lt. , USAF, Project Officer.

Publication of this report does not constitute Air Force approval of
the report's findings or conclusions. It is published only for the exchange
and stimulation of ideas.
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AI3STRACT41

Hypersonic Wake Transition data over a range of Reynoldz numbers
hav 'Yt± x abiaincttaizx over £h*±pak- &aiSever~al Vears at t y~~rir~s ih
present paper, the available experimetal data is strctured into tiree laws:
The Law of the Far Wake, The Law of the Neai Wake, and The Law of the

-inpol-Reime---These 11rre~w laws are-tihern repr'kienti4 _-a-aig
Hypersonic Wake Transition Map.

The Reynolds number is selected as the correlating parameter,
where local conditions, characterizing the state of the gas at transition
are used for the property values. The correLating constant is determined
from the ballistic range data. For high Mach number flows, binary scaling
allows the representation of the Reynolds number as a pressure times a
length.

In the Far Wake, for the first onset of wake unsteadiness, the wake !x:A
velocity profiles have reached their asymptotic behavior, density gradients 4
have become small, and details of body shape h.-.,e been lost, For thisregion, the characteristic length is represented "- ,'J based on the total-J

drag of the body. The Far Wake transition rule bconimes p.- 4C-DA =conztant.

In the Near Wake, local hypersonic phenomena depending on body
shane dominate the flow field. Here the characteristic length is the distance-jt
frorn the wake origin to the onset of unsteadiness, Xtr. As in boundary
layer flow this correlation shows a strong dependence on an appropriate
local Mach number, Me, at the point of wake transition: P.," Xtr constant,
a function of Me.

In the Interpolation Regime, one traverses from the Near to the Far
Wake. The strong favorable pressure gradient, the sti'ong density gradients
and the effect of body shape becomes less important as one proceeds down- .-
stream along the Wake in the Interpolation regime. Thus, ideas derived
from the Navier-Stokas equation are uvseful and lead with tLe aid of the
ballistic range data to a sufficiently accurate general interpolation curve
"to connect the Far Wake Law with the Near Wake Law. The Lnterpolation
curve, like the p, . ' f• Far Wake and the p0 - Xtr Near Wake correla-
-ot• is good to a factor of 2 in the pressure.

The Transition Map provides a method for making the transition
curve, Xtr as function of pressure ratio (altitude), for a given body at a
given flight velocity- Connect the Far Wake onset altitude for the '4TjX
of the body with the Near Wake Rextr behavior for the corresponding'M5sh
of the body. Thus a complete qualitative Wake Transition Map is presented
for a large range of Mach numbers and body sizes and body shapes.

*This paper is a sumrary of the author's work on this topic over the several
years he was associated with Avco Everett Research Laboratory. It is be-
in& published at ts t"ime for the purpose oi exchange ani atirn.uiation of
ideas and not as an implicit approval of the findings and coni~usions therein.
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LIST OF~ SYMBOLS

3 pead -,f sound

A projected are of bo-dy

CD total drag coefficient

CM constant iz Near Wake correlation, a functio'n of

d projected body diamteter

£ length of the body

M Mach number

TAea defined in Equation 3

PO free stream pressure

P divided by sea level pressure

R Reynolds number; unless otherwise statedi --takent at the body

_ __

shoulder as being sufficiently representative of local wake
flow condintion

R minimum Reynolds number for amplification of small din -
cr turbances

U mean flow velocity parallel to the center line of the. flow field

UQ, free stream velocity

x downstream position relative to base of body

y coordinate normal to center line of flow field

SP., free stream density

Swake momentum thickness based on total drag

. L center line of flow field

e external edge of shear layer

-viF:
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s given spectral distribution

sh shoulder values

at sea level

tr transition v alue for x

T transition value for R based on A -D
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1. INTRODUCTION

The intent of the present paper is to provide a ratiorn"t ramework •

for hypersonic wakw vrIitc wchas a ~,iki iuuuaion in fidd
frxecr~tn -;t =lttiau und~et~itnding, -nto Which ivalid transition in-M

-4
formation can be ,ogicaUy $&ced, =d which will be useuly structured

_ or ..... .-bnlgia n.~ .... ivaeth johem-. -

The wake behind hyperv-etoci-y bodies duringa p -et ..---

- a~-p~z~su~ra~t ngo Vanc obsilerved b 2CV l 0r~ns VCne& aarr-
passive (seLf-luminous) electroangnetic radiation. The patterns oaf oh-

servables in the hypersoni, wake way be thought of as being produced

in the following way: Physical chemistry determines the oaervabltt

tracers and fluid mechanics determines the mining patte-ns, These two

2 effects are form•ally related through the coupling between the fluid mnchani-
C a cal equations of motion (continuity and momentun); the equation. renteaad" Lo

ýqthe constituents of the fluid (species conservation); axi4 the equation# relatd

to the constituents' quantum mechanical properties (energy)$ and the equation-

of state. The radiatinag and scattering properties of the gas are strongly iA-
fluenced by the fluid mechanical mixing process which in tar is .t.ongy a.-

fected by whether the mixing is being accomplished solely throug -Mulaur-
dlfnsin-o whthejirltdidoC rikr ismarosc.opic nines interchange,~

In order to recover the body description ;r-am the wake, information :

available-in the wake must he. extracted and usted. The wake is a highly diE-
fusiveregion. Iz diffusion proch sea. -nformatinislostastimepa

-.a In con distiction to the wave equation, time in the diffusion equation pro-.

ceeds in only one direction. Hence, the attempt to reconstruct the details

of body nmass and shape may require atention to the local dastributiom o--

wake properties.

The requirement to describe local property distributions in fluid

mechanical flow fields introduces new questions for aerodynanoicist. In

the past, aerodynamics has been concerted with predicting time-aver- 50
Saged and space-averaged forces and heat transfer at solid surfaces.

*This report represents a sunmary of the author's work in the area of

hypersonic wake transition over the several years he was associated with the
Avco Everett Research Laboratory. Publication of this report does not conati-
tute Avco Everett Research Laboratory's approval of the findings and con-
clusions therein. It is being published only for the exchange and stimulation
of ideas.

t
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Fortunately, one could be quite wrong about the local property distribu-

tions and yet cbtain very useful answers for surface viscous effects.

Now, however, the requirement is for a description, local in space and

local in time, A property distributions of interest -, e. g., a velocity or a

particular species concentration - as a function of reentry conditions.

Further, if th.e flow is time dependent, a description of the local spec-

tral distribution of tbe fluctuations of each important wake property

may be required. In the case of radar scattering by the ionized turbu-

lent hypersonic flow field, acting as a collection of single scatterers,

the spatial correlation function of the refractive index fluctuations is

required. Further, the scattering is determined by a narrow portion
r

of the spectrum around (k-k I± ), where k is the wave number and

X. the vector from the iliuminating source;* and hence, its prediction is

sensitive to the accuracy with which such spectral distributions are de-

scribed.

Past aercdynamic transition problems have been concerned with

hod) related rhear layers - either along or immediately separated from

the surface boundary. In such body-related shear layers, the hypersonic

transition process from laminar to small scale turbulence is com-

pressed into >. small distance relative to surface length of interest (say

an airfoil chord length).due to the continuous generation of vortical

eiirgy along ifi s*urface. The past technological requirement for only

§jtAC@ 0011 !|Pverig•1 surfac@ information and the narrownsIs of the

traniton reltiw) r~lative to the surfitee *xttnt led to tMe Concept of,
"fxitranmitln. "I It was "Xtr" that the forces or heat transfer went from the

laminar value to the more or oseS turbulent value.
.-Transition in the hypersonic wake is more gradual since the vortical

energy is created near the body alone and diffuses away as it passes down-

stream. Further, what is required for a description of electromagnetic

scattering (and to a lesser extend for the prediction of self-luminous radia-

tion) is the description in local space of the distributions of the time de-

pendent properties in the frequency domain and their behavior with free stream

conditions.

*Tatarski, V.1., Wave Propagation in a Turbulent Medium, McGraw-Hill, 1961.
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2. THE PHENOMENOLOGY OF WAKE TRANSITION

The -uestion of stability of flows to srn-all perturbations is not the

question of transition. However, the inherent instability of laminar mo-

tion at sufficiently high Reynolds numbers, R, is responsible for the ultimate

transition io turbulent flow. The value of the transition Reynolds numn-

ber, depends not only on the minimum critical Reynolds number, R cr

determined from stability theory for infinitesimal disturbances, but also

on the initial size of the actual disturbances with the most "dangerous"

frequencies.

The approach adopted here to the problem of the inherent insta-

bility of steady fluid dynamic flows and the onset of turbulence is the

classical one. Conceptually, if small perturbations which inevitably

occur in t&e flow tend to increase with time, then the flow is absohltely

unstable. --he absolute instabilit-y of the flow for R > Rr leads to the

appearance of a nonsteady flow with characteristic period and with small

but finite •orplitude which increases with R. This periodic flow usually

can be described in terms of a succession of vortex filaments. When the

Reynolds number increases further, a time comes when the periodic flow

in turn becomes unstable with the appearance of a new period. When the

Reynolds rnmber increases still further, more and more new periods

appear in :uccession. The range of Reynolds numbers between succes-

sive appea-ances of new frequencies diminishes rapidly in size; the new

flows themselves are on a smaller and smaller scale. The flow rapidly

becomes complicated and confused and we say that such a flow is turb-

ulent.

Contider steady wake flow in the x-dirmetion. A slight perturba-

tion whose wave components in the course of time are amplified is

carried downstream. The energy in the velocity fluctuations builds up

in tne amplification regime into the ordered time dependent vortex flow

with characteristic frequencies. Over a small range of Reynolds numbers

this vortex system may persist to infinity, decaying through molecular

diffusion alone. With subsequent increase in R, two things happen: (1)

The effective origin - the downstream position at which there is a

-3-
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-- ertain level tif energy duasity at the ordered. fre ec (and its hat

.(Z T he velocity Lfuctuation wake energy in the ordered flow is countnu-

-~-v ~se dotwns with i ncrea-aing ti iaacz d wn~rap. to eh a=g

in the r" m srnall scale eddy velocity flUctuatons containing all fre-

-:"-C CE. Einajy-.- -: a:*.- •-*. .h- bcnda•d a ry: -,- l-yer On -the body i Afully

turbu let end the distribution of fluctuation energy density in the base region

"alzeady has finite values at all L'equencies.

In a comprehensive cet of experiments at low speeds (rearward
3 4facing step, rectangular jet, and flat-plate wake, ) Sato has shown that

transition in a free shear layer essentially follows the hierarchy de-

scribed above: initiation by Tollmein waves tha.t grow exponentially in

the downstream direction, followed by a nonlinear regime characterised

by a d,,uble row of vortices, and finally a region in which the fluctuation

loses regilarity and gradually develops into turbulence.

Leonard and Keck's modification of the conventional schlieren

system uses a sodium vapor in the test medium with an interference

filter in the optical domain with peak transmission 20 koff the 5896 ."

sodium line. 6 The extremely large value of the index of refraction at

the resonance line greatly enhances the effective index of the test medium

for the light passing through the filter. At the specified conditions-, it is

at least two orders of magnitude larger than that for air in the optical

domain. This enakes it possible to extend the pressure regime for good

shclieren contrast from that of a few percent of atmospheric to pressures

less than half of one percent, and to considerably ihcrease the detail apparent

in pictures taken in the two to three percent atmospheric region. Fur-

ther, using a constant partial pressure of sodium vapor, the sensitivity

of the schlieren system is constant and thus independent of the gas

pressure. 6

Sodium schlieren pictures allow the observation of the develop-

ment of structure in the hypersonic sphere wake at the onset of transi-

tion. It is hypothesized that qualitativcly the development is similar to

the classical one described above. Near the body, small perturbations

in the flow are in the form of Tollmien-Schlichting-like wa.,es which, in

-4-.-



the course of time, are amplified and carried downstream. These waves

are longitudinal in. orientation and of several body di.atueters in length.

The fluctuating wake energy builds up in the succeeding nonlinear ampli-

fication regime, and this ~rowth process leads into a nerýrodee __

flow at a set of. charac teristic frequencies. This structuri, mTight-hCde

scribed as a succession of vort-6c filaments. which in therea _

is like a procession of vortex loops, one tied to anothe~r. 7  Proceed-

ing downstream, there is a continual degradation of the fluctuating wake

energy from the nearly ordered aonsteady flow, with significant energy a

at distinct frequencies, down into random small scale fluctuations Con-

Y taining all frequencies and proceeding towards fully developed turbulence.

Figure I is a composite of five separate sodium scblieren pic-

tures, each single picture taken on a aeparate run-~ All runs were made

at constant fixed range pressure of 1. 7 cm Hg of NZror the -body

size used in these experiments, d =0. 56 cm., this pressure is. in the

range of the onset. of hypersonic wake transition to nonsteady flow.~

Approximate~y 0. 375 min Hg partial pressure of sodium vapor was main-

tained in the test section. The pellet velocitie.. variPd~axperimqnI ~y_,bV__..
about plus or minus 10 percent from the mean of 14,000 it/sec. (Hyper-

sonic wake transition has been shown to be insensitive toD 10 percent
8.9)changes in velocity. The spark source was triggered by a variable

time delay after the passage of the projectile, thus providing observa-

tions of various portions of the wake as shown. The knife edge was

horizontal, thus emphasizing vertical gradients.

The photographis in Fig. 1 illustrate the hierarchy of transition

modes. Horizontal wrave-like striations of several body lengths long are

piainly visiblt: originating near to or from the base region. These cor-

respond to the small perturbations mentioned above. The second picture

-I shows these perturbations after som'!ý fluid mechanical amplifications.

The striations are now 1crmed into a nearly ordered flow and the struc-

ture appears to oe like a procession of vortex filaments having loop-like

shape. Weak shocks are visible emanating from somne of these filaments,

indicating their large scale and their large velocity relative to the in-

viscid flow. In the third photograph, the original perturbations have been

-5-
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amplified to a large degree and the pattern looks more or less like

vortex loops, one sa ak -d behind Zhe o'feri -xIdbiti~g the-iie_-arly periodic4_

component to ttie tiow. J.he next picture in tifeý 8"Uence.. snows some

indication of the deterioration of the large scal v-ortexfilments ast-

ihL-y fill up with amasaie e. 7h sPiWtUrXiA

ua~tion of this decay process towards _fly dt .e._opd tnrblence The.

shock waves seen in the last three pgcturet at -refletti-ns--of the pro-

-ju.> le's bow shock i1rom the test secti.k wall.ow---hrh-set -of--Pictvres a-

near transition illustrates the origin, growth, and the beginning of the

breakdown towards fully developed turbulence of hypersonic nonsteady Z

wake flow. - .

Other sensitive schlieren systems omitting the sodium vapor mo~d-

ification have also produced photographs of hypersonic wakes and such

data will be used in the following sections& At the Reynolds number

corresponding to the data shown in Fig. i, such schlieren photographs.

appear to show a. rapid development of turbulence downstream of the

bady at a point 30 body di•z.meters from the pellet.• Figure 1 suggests

that what is seen at 30 body diamertera--downstrxam (second photograph)

is the continued amplification ad the smalkA itkditprtub W"n

already present near the body in the zero to 10 body diameter region,

as shown in the first photograph. It is suggested that the increased

refractivity of the sodium resonance radiation has allowed us to detect

weak dansity fluctuations where they first appear right near to the body.

The threshold of the air schlieren systems used in other experiments

may not have allowed observation of the original small fluctuations until

after some fluid mechanical amplific.tion. Only when the density gradi-

ents become sufficiently large to create a light fluctuation in such an

:.ir system will turbulent structure appear in such a photograph. Advanced

schlieren techniques now confirm the gradual development of turbulence

downstream. 41

Figure 2 shows a photograph of the self-luminous wake (taken by the

racetrack technique1 0 ) at a similar shoulder Reynolds number to the sodium

schlieren results of Fig. 1. The luminosity of the near wake region appears

to have a long wavy motion which downstream at about 30 body diameters

1
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develops into large scale, vortex filaments. This amplification of the near-t -- -- a.
wake wave motion into large scale, vortex filaments shown by the racetrack

technique in Fig. 2, is presumed to be the -rane process as the amplification -

of the s;mall perturbations near to the bodyv into vortex filament~s evidenit by ___

-the- sodinur sch~e i'juen. iq '*g I -i V ~ix-ene-be zbaervafios3L

support the thesis that this_ an pl"i__•a•n-does rit portray a sudden tran• it ..-

to tazbilent flow- Rahrie-z iie'r'archyi ]iaoW- piatex u-5 begin~ i

the body flow region and continuing downstream which lead to the fully devel- 6

oped t-,rbulent wake structure.

Figure 3 shows a high quality shadowgraph behind a cone. T-be

shadowgraph technique is sensitive to the second derivative of density

and hence empha -izes smialler scale. Also, in the cone flow field, the

entropy changes .(roni the boundary layer-induced inAer wake to the

shock-induced outer wake are greater tha _ in the sp.hre • -t•__-.•

shadowgraphs of cone wikes in the transition regime may be expected

to show more detail o-& the development of fluid mechanical unsteadiness

than schlieren photographE of sphere wakes. One sees in the details

of wake transition in Fig, 3 the same sort hierarchy of unsteady flow.

regimes as described abov; in experiments with othler diagnostics.

The hypersonic wake has three strong compressibility effects

which must be considered ii- anc1-tion to the shape of the velocity profile:

pressure gradient. Mach numlier, and laeral temperatu'e variation.

Tolliein has shown that the existence of a point of inflection in the

velocity profile is a necessary and sufficient condition for the amplificatioi

of infitisirnal disturbances. In boundary layer flow with favorable pressure

gradients, the velocity profile has negative curvature everywhere. Thus.

these boundary layer flows have higher transition Reynolds numbers than f,.
those with adverse pressure gradients since the latter possess velocity

profiles with inflection points. 13

Wake velocity profiles have inflection points a priori. PretschI AL

has shown that the influence of the pressure gradient enters stability

analysis only through the velocity profile, u(y). Thus, in considering the

stability of wake flow with pressure gradient, one need only consider the

pressure effect on the distribution of the velocity profile with y.

- 9
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In the near wake, the mean flow proiiles chainge very rapidlyv •nd tc

inviscid stability characteristics (which are very sensitive tM tht =e z.

profiles) of such flows wil be different than those A• thai.± va4- , -.

far wake profiles. Gold1 4 tor woarate sets of ual" (dein.

ao=nw7-Wt-f rorn- the -Cai-tian)-

j aloW~ed su~bso~nic disturbances in~dica-tingp aeti
distuxbancea_ throuaghout the wake,. rand.-Z.) -±hau. Uar 4 iŽm~ . -.-

"9actual" wave speeds approached the Gausian"' wave speeds.

The pressure gradient effect is natturally sxma as thjte Cte-•ur •.

approaches the free stream value, In the blunt body case, blast wave

theory gives an approxinate downstream limit- (p 4 P. -for the pr•.S••....

gradient effect as:

~M IMC 2/3

l-n -c ... ] 5
(•t~d) "(1-")!•

p/'p~e x/d

-. axisymnetric: pp•--- 067 ... 4--

For slender cones, like total cone angle less than 30°, calcullations-

show that the p p,, point is close to the end of the recompression

zone.

Solutions to compressible small amplitude eigen-value stability

probelms cannot be found for supersonic disturbances of the fundamental

mode. It is this fact which introduces the relative Mach number across z

the wake as a parameter in tht hypersonic wake transition probelm. As

a result, it is generally felt that only subsonic disturbances are important
16 17for instability; 7 i. e., for the wake, disturbances which are subsonic

with respect to both the mean flow at the edge, u., and at the center line,

This is equivalent to saying that the disturbance signals must be able

to reinforce each other and not die out at infinity. This concept expresses

itself analytically as

i ____



U -c
Mes e a < I (3)a

e

for the develc:ment of instabilities, where cs is the phase velocity of

the disturbance in body coordinates. Numerical calculations by Gold

indicate that lor hypersonic flow this is satisfied not too far downstream

of the body (< 100 d) in both the blunt and slender body cases.

It should be pointed out that in recent work by Mack18 on the two-

dimensional p•-oblem, even when no neutral or self-excited subsonic

disturbances corresponding to the fundamental mode exist, he found the

existence of self-excited disturbances of the higher modes. Energy trans-

fer for these modes may be provided by the "bouncing" of the waves

back and forth within the supersonic region.

The effect of a hot wake core on the stability analysis is two-fold:4

(1) As the wake core temperature excess increases, the range of rela-

tive Mach numbers over which unstable disturbances can exist also

increases; (2) however, if the relative Mach number is less than M,

the amplification rates per wavelength for two-dimensional flows of a

hot wake decrease significantly with increasing AT and are rather unaf-

fected in the axisymmetric case.

For a blunt body, the condition in Eq. (3) is satisfied close to the

recompression region well before the p - p. position is reached. Thus,

the end of the compressibility effects in hypersonic wake transition for

blunt bodies is controlled by the pressure decay. For a slender cone

one set of calculations show that at high altitudes, say from 100,000 to

200,000 ft, • >.I may persist for some several hundred body diam-s 19
eters downstream. Thus, the end of the compressibility effects in

hypersonic wake transition for cones is controlled by the Ves decay.

Since the compressibility effects are related to the hypersonic

processes near to the body, the part of the wake which is dominated by

these-local details will be called the "Near Wake." By definition the

"Far Wake" will be where the wake velocity profiles have reached their

asymptotic behavior, property gradients have become small and details

-12-



of body shape have been lost. The Interpolation regime will be the regime

where one traverses from the Near to the Far wake: where the strong

favorable pressure gradient, the strong density gradients, and the effect

of body shape all become less* important as one proceeds downstream.

Before proceeding with analysis of the wake transition experiments,

we discuss tboe cases where there has been injection of mass from the

body into the wake. Such injection could be done deliberately, such as would

occur in some .vyes of boundary layer control methods, or could be the re-

sult of surface ablation. No laboratory experiments on this effect are avail-

able in the literature.

We can make certain remarks on what might be expected in the case

of low mass injection rates into the flow field. We will assume, based on

certain peripheral experimental information to be presented, that if the rate

of mass injection is small relative to the rate of mass of air encountered by

the body, that there is little ablation effect on wake transtion. This assump-

'iox 1 has some theoretical base. Consider an experiment in wind tunnel co-

ordinates. It is reasonable to assume that the injected mass leaves the body

surface at small velocity relative to the fast free stream. Thus, the momen-

tu-nl balance for the control volume surrounding the body rqulires that all of

the momentum gained by the injected mass in the free stream direction

be lost by the free stream, which maintains the total drag of the body

constant. (We neglect for this argument the effect of ablation on the

boundary layer profile Which will affect the skin friction drag.) Although

the momentum defect passing out of the control volume (which is equal

to the body drag) is unchanged, the velocity distribution may be locally

altered so as to produce a more unstable profile. However, as Gold11

has calculated, small differences in profile shape have small effects on

growthl'of disturbances. Thus, the assumption of small effects when the

ratio of injected mass rate to intercepted is small seems to be reason-

able. Further remarks will be made at appropriate piaces in the following

discussion for the effects to be expected in the case of high mass injection

rates.
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3.. THE SPEC.TRAL OUTLINE FOR THE EXPERIMENTAL DATA

The spectral intensity of the wake fluctuations may be roughly

divided betwee-- the discrete part at the characteristic frequencies

(ordered) and the random part at all other frequencies (disordered).

After the mini-num critical Reynolds number has been passed, increais-

ing the Reynolds number moves upstream the position at which some

given distribution of wake fluctuations between ordered and disordered

is found. Figure 4 illustrates this process schematically. For the

present purpose of illustrative discussion, pressure decay, Mach num-

ber and temperature effects are neglected. The vertical axis represents

the distribution of powa, between ordered and random (disordered) mo-

tion. The two axes in the horizontal plane are: (1) a representative

Reynolds number, Rd; and (2,1 the distance downstream, x/d. The up-

stream progression is seen to be the locus in the horizontal plane cor-

responding to a given power spectral distribution (ordered-disordered).

Lines obtained by planar cuts for the two other processes are also shown;

the degradation of wake fluctuations down from the nearly ordered flow

proceeding towards fully developed turbulence: (I) at fixed x/d with in-

creasing Rd; and (2) at fixed Rd with increasing x/d. If pressurte decay,

Mach number, temperature and ablation effects are important, there is

a separate surface in (Rd, x/d, spectral) space for each combination of

values for these four effects.

It is usef i, to think of the experimental techniques employed for

hypersonic wake transition work as mapping out different horizontal

contourr of the (Rdox/d, ordered-disordered) surface. Close- to the

value (1. 0 - 0. Q) on the ordered-disordered spectral scale are tech-

niques which a:-e sensitive to property fluctuations or powers thereof.

For example, self-luminous radiation is sensitive to a high power of

temperature. Very slight fluctuations in temperature will produce per-

ceptible structure in a self-luminous photograph. The appearance of

structure in the self-luminous photographs with increasing Rd seems to

have the characteristics of an "off-on" event.O F. ch would be the nature

of the phenomenon represented by the horizontal locus corresponding to

-14
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a spectral valuw just below (1. 0 -0. 0). Further down the spectral scale

would be the inrerferometer technique which is directly related to density

fluctuations.

Next down the spectral scale is the schlieren technique. The

schlieren technique is sensitive to the first derivative of the density.

Thus, the schli(;ren system registers unsteadiness when the density

gradients (whiciL are associated with the smaller scale eddies) become

sufficiently sharp to create light fluctuations which are above the thres-

hold level to produce structure in the schlieren photograph.

At still lower values on the spectral scale, comes the shadow-

graph. The shadowgraph is sensitive to the second derivative of density

and hence emphasizes still smaller scale eddies than the schlieren

technique.

If these fcur optical techniques were used on the same experiment,

each would map out the loci of points corresponding to four horizontal

contours in Fig. 4. Unfortunately, it is not presently possible to obtain

quantitative irformation about spectral distributions from all of these tech-

niques. Howeve--, their relative locations with respect to each other on

the spectral axi3 should be in the order in which they were discussed

above.

Diagnostic3 in other parts of the electromagnetic spectrum are

also used; e.g. microwaves, specially for hypersonic wake transition.

Microwamve data are fo-r electron wake unsteadiness. It is most likely

that fluid mechanical unsteadiness is a prerequisite for electron density

unsteadiness. T aus, it is to be expected that fluid mechanical unsteadi-

ILess is as close or closer to the body than microwave data indicates.

Further, the selected location of the beginning of fluid mechanical un-

steadiness determined from visual examination of photographs is not

sensitive to the wavelength of the unsteadiness at that point. However,

the location of wake unsteadiness determined by microwave scatter-

ing is very sensitive to the scale of the electron density unsteadiness

as represented by the refractive index fluctuations. The wake after

having gone fluid mechanically unsteady may not produce the smaller

electron fluctuation scale for microwave scattering until further down-

-16-



stream or until a higher ambient pressure is reached. Thus, at a given

pressure, the relative location of microwave wake transition further

downstream, than the fluid mechanical observation is a reasonable state

of affairs, even without considering the problem of electron production.

The results of ballistic range experiments at General Motors Defense

Research Laboratory20 support this argument. Figure 5 shows this rela-

tionship for both sphere and cone experiments; that is, the microwave

transition curve is further downstream or at higher ambient pressure

than the curve traced out by the schlieren techniques.
Demetiade 2 1

Demetriades 2used the integrated rms output of a hot-wire as a

diagnostic in hypersonic cylinder wake experiments. For Xtr' he arbi-

trarily selected the 1 ocat'on of either the enhancement or the maximum

in the rms output. The (Rd, x/d) locus traced by the criterion of the

enhancement of the rms signal would correspond to a higher position on

the 'spectral axis than the criterion of the maximum output. Hypersonic

cylinder wake transition is different from that for three-dimensional

bodies. In the cylinder case, time to pass information along the wake

shear layer in the direction perpendicular to the two-dimensional planar

flow is long compared with time to pass information across the layer

and..-,with tirme to flow.downstream around the body. This is not the case

for wake shear layers of bodies of revolution. Thus, the details of cylin-

,der hypersonic wake transition are different from those in the axisym-

metric case and the cylinder case is not treated here. The concepts

used in this paper to analyze hypersonic wake transition for bodies of

revolution were actually developed first for cylinder w.lke transition. The

results are qualitatively, though not quantitatively, the same. *

To locate the (Rd,x/d) locus at its actual spectral value, one

would have to resolve the fluctuation spectrum. Roshko did this with
22

hot wire techniques in low speed cylinder wake experiments. So far

this has not been done in hypersonic experiments, although a start has

Goldburg, A., Unpublished prepared comment presented on
Demetriades' 1963 paper21, AIAA Hypersonics Conference, Cambridge,
Mass. , August 1963.
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been made by Kendall at JPL 2 3 and Hromas at TRW. *However, it Is pos-
sible to qualitatively relate the results of Roshko to the data obtained from

schlieren diagnostics in ballistic ranges.

Slattery and Clay 9 carefully analyzed their schlieren photographs of
hypersonic wakes in the transition regime. For each ballastic range shot
they measured the distance, xs, from the body to the point where, to their

schlieren-eye -mind analysis system, some perceptible amount of structure

could be seen in the photograph; e. g., see Fig. 3. Figure 6 includes a pres-

entation of their data for spheres at M - 7. 5. The ordinate is xs/d and

the abscissa is Rd)shoulder , the Reynolds number calculated for conditions
corresponding to those on the cente'line streamline after it goes through the
shock, around the nose and is turned back to hirizontal. For blunt bodies,

this is 900 from the stagnation point vertical and for cones this is one-half
the total cone angle from the end of the cone surface. The shoulder flow con-

ditions are taken as typical of the near wake flow conditions. The local Rey-
nolds number per unit length along the edge of the viscous core in the
near wake is more or less constant and is near the shoulder value for

blunt bodies and equal to that for slender cones. Since the shoulder

values are easier to calculate and correspond to a definite position in

space, the shoulder conditions are chosen for convenience and for cer-

tain reasons which will become apparent later on.

xs is considered in this paper in the sense of being that down-

stream distance required for the development of unsteadiness into that
degree of turbulence with sufficient sharpness of density gradient fluc-

tuations to register above the threshold level of the diagnostic technique.
It is assumed that this degree of turbulence corresponds for each sepa-

rate reading (each separate run) to some unknown but more or less

constant value on the spectral axis, Fig. 4. Thus, the data in Fig. 6

is looked upon as mapping out some particular horizontal contour of the

(Rld, xs/d, spectral) surface: f(Rd,xs/d) = 0.

From the quantitative hot-wire fluctuation spectral data given by

Roshko,22 it is possible to draw the curves for his low speed experi-
ment for the 80 percent - 20 percent (ordered-disordered) plane and

the 20 percent-80 percent (ordered-disordered) plane. It is seen in Fig. 6

Private communication, L. Hromas, September, 1966.
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that the shape of the hypersonic transition curve (xs/d, Rd) is exactly

similar to the loci of points traced out by the results of the quantitative

hot-wire data in the low speed experiments of Roshko. Thus, we are

encouraged that the spectral framework for the data as illustrated sche-

matically in Fig. 4 is appropriate for an analysis of the hypersonic wake

transition experiments.

4. THE CONCEPTUAL OUTLINE FOR THE SCALING LAWS

Hypersonic wake transition derives its separateness from low

speed wake transition from the fact that in hypersonic wake transition

there are two wakes left by the body: the shock-induced wake and the

boundary layer-induced wake, Fig. 7. The author prefers this nomen-

clature due to its specific nature, clearly labelling the origin of each

vortical flow and the mechanism for drag deposition in the flow field.

Other names in use respectively are: outer-inner, * entropyviscus; , and

inviscid-viscous. The author feels that the last two are clearly misnomersa

and are definitely misleading to a large number of interested technologists,

in that both wakes are "entropy" and "viscous" wakes, and that the shock-

induced wake is clearly not without viscosity. The "entropy" wake'is

so-called because for blunt bodies most of the shock drag is produced

by the part of the shock within the sonic line which is where the large

entropy change takes place across the shock. However, in the case of

slender bodies most of the entropy change takes place in the boundary

layer and so this nomenclature is not appropriate. The "inviscid" wake

is so-called because in calculating normal forces on bodies in supersonic

flow, it is customary to separate the flow field into a "free stream", in

which viscous effects are dropped as unnecessary for the normal surface

force problem, and into a boundary layer where viscous effects are used to

satisfy the tangential no-slip condition at the surface. However, the wake

transition problem is a free shear layer problem in a real gas possessing

finite viscosity involving a transition Reynolds number, and should not in

any sense be spoken of or thought of as being "inviscid", without viscosity.

There, is a part of small disturbance theory associated with the Orr-

Sommerfeld equation in which the viscous terms are dropped. 24 The

-21-j
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mathematical problem of an "inviscid" stability calculation must be rec-

ognized as associated with laminar flow which are solutions of the full

Navier-Stokes equations where the influence of viscosity on the mean

flow has been taken into account. What is neglected in the inviscid

infinitesimal small disturbance theory is the influence of friction on

the infinitesirral fluctuation. Of course, as soon as the fluctuation

builds up into finite size in the non-linear amplification regime going

towards turbulent transition, viscosity plays a role. Therefore, in

discussing transition, the use of the "inviscid" nomenclature is unfortu-

nate and will not be used here.

With two contiguous wakes, the shock induced wake (SiW) and the

boundary layer induced wake (BLiW), there are three transition possi-

bilities: 1) the SiW has gone unsteady and the BLiW has not; 2) the BLiW

has gone unsteady and the SiW has not; 3) both wakes have gone unsteady

either in unison or in separate motion. It is possible that when one

wake has gone unsteady it may "trip" the other. For example, Fig. 8,

a self-luminous racetrack photograph, shows both wakes evidently in un-

steady sinuous motion, each independent of the other. By using xenon as

the test gas, very high free stream Mach numbers (M. r 25) were ob-

tained, and hence very high flow field temperatures were produced behind

the bow shock. This produces gas luminosity in the SiW as well as the

stronger luminosity produced by the vaporized ablation products in the

BLiW, thus visually distinguishing between the two wakes. Evidence in

support of the possibility of the SiW being in unsteady motion independ-

ently of the BLiW was first given by Fay and Goldburg (Ref. 8,

Section E).

With the above nomenclature and with the delineation of the wake

by definition into three parts: Near Wake, Interpolation, and Far

Wake, we next build a conceptual outliie for the experimental data.

The Rey•nolds number will be adopted as the correlating non-

dimensional parameter for the wake transition studies: This is taken

directly from all previous fluid mechanical studies and experience. It is

the primary parameter derived from the, non-dimensionalization of the

Navier-Stokes equations of motion, 2 4 and has had great usefulness in the
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Fig. 8 Lum•L-ous undulating hypersonic wake with the SiW and the
BLiV' in apparently uncorrelated time-dependent motions.
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study of transition in boundary laycrs, jets and incompressible wakes. 25

The numerica& value of the Reynolds number is determined by the local

properties chc.racteristic of the flow in the vicinity of transition.

In the Far Wake, the fluid has relaxed its memory of the details

of the way in which momentum was lost to the body (wind tunnel body

fixed coordinates will be used unless otherwise stated). The velocity,

density and ternperature gradients have become small; the property dis-

tributions have reached their asymptotic shape. For laminar flow, the

BLiW by moLecular diffusion has spread out and smeared itself into the

SiW so that tie profiles show no sharp gradients within the interior of

the total wake.

In the Far Wake, it will be postulated that the whole wake goes

unsteady together at some unknown station or series of stations way,

way downstream. This will be the first onset of wake unsteadiness, Xtr

00, and th3 total shear layer representing the whole momentum defect

equal to the total drag of the body will participate in the transition. Thus,

the appropriate length scale will be the total of the body, or equiv-

alently the tctal momentum thickness of the total wake, 9, being a sum

of that of the SiW and the BLiW. Thus, the Reynolds number for tran-

sition to unsteadiness in the Far Wake will be based on

R constant. Figure 9a presents this discussion schemati-

cally;.' The sladed area. represents the diffusion of the BLiW into the

SiW, thus efiectively making one wake with total momentum defect equal

to the total Crag of the body.

In the T ear Wake, the two wakes are clearly delineated by

sharp property gradients across the edge of the BLiW. The two

wakes have strong memory of iheir past origins and are strongly influ-

enced by the local details of the flow fielt around the body. It has been

observed that to schlieren diagnostics the SiW usually appears smooth

in this regioi, while the BLiW has gone unsteady. In the schematic this

state of affairs is represented in Fig. 9b. It can be seen in such a

case that it -:nay be possible for the BLiW to be unsteady and for the

SiW at very high entropies to be opaque to the diagnostic. In such a

case as this, the diagnostic would not be able to follow the upstream

-25-
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movement of the Xtr beyond the point where the unsteadiness enters

within the high entropy region of the SiW, which remains steady. In

other words, if the steady entropy region of the SiW is opaque to the

diagnostic, ti~e unsteady BLiW would not be apparent until it broke

through the "entropy" line. Laboratory evidence for this phenomenon

was first obtjined by W-Ilson. 2 6

In the Near Wake, local hypersonic phenomena depending on body
shape dominate the flow field as is the case for all body related shear

27
layers - boundary layers and separation shear layers. Hidalgo, and

Professor Lces and his graduate students extended the transition cor-
relation ideas developed for body related shear layers and proposed

that the wake transition correlation length would be the distance from

the origin of the Near Wake to the transition point. For convenience,

the origin for xtr is taken from the base of the body. The end of the

recompressicn region might be more appropriate, but since values of

Xtr of interest are usually greater than two body diaxneters downstream,

and since the correlations to be developed will be valid to no better

than"ra factor of two, the choice of origin is not rcritical cince the re-
28compression region itself is like one or two body diameters downstream.

Further, oy continuing analogy they suggested that R based on xtr would

be a strong "unction of the local Mach nurnber at the edge of the BLiW
at the location of Xtr M Thus, R equals a constant, CM; which

varies with e1e

In the Interpolation regime, one traverses from the Near to the Far

Wake. Going downstream, the strong favorable pressure gradient, the strong

density gradients, the large Mach number and temperature changes across the

boundary layer and shock-induced wakes decrease and become less important.

Going upstrearm in this region, the wakes begin to take on their separate char-

acters and the unsteadiness becomes more and more to be located mostly in

the BLiW. This situation is represented schematically in Fig. 9c.

In the interpolation regime, the Navier-Stokes equations will be used

with certain simnple arguments to derive an interpolation curve to go

from the R correlation of the Far Wake to the Rx correlation
,.rC'DAtr

of the Near Wake. The simplest such interpolation formula is

-27-
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is tte transidou -value for the ouset of Far Wale transition and

%-is some fitting patet~r ~-~ r~min~ed-iýy-the. data.,- Thus. o

sider a given body in a given flow field: For oaset of wake unsteadiness.

far downstrearn. in the Far Wake (Fig. 9a) xtr- the Far Wake law
is, obtairied.•

. R •DDA = (R D- )ý =constamt, 5 "

For R per unit length increasing to very large values, Xtr decreasing,

the transition .oint moving towatrds the bod-r, th. -Near Wake law is

obtained.

R CM (6)
tr

At a. given Light velocity for gas mixtures governed iy binary

collisions, it is possible to represent the Reynolds number as the free

5tream pressure times the characteristic length. Thus, the hypersonic

wake transition laws become

Far Wake: p• constant (7)

hear Wake: j, x tr constant (function of Msh) (8)

M ,I:ie ljc.l Mach number at the edge of the BLiW is here replacedev

by the Mach number at the shoulder of the body after the flow has been

,urned back to the horizontal, Msh. see sketch in Fig. 10. Since in the

near wake region. Me does not vary sigrificantly as a function of dis-

tance downstream along the BLiW edge, and since the local Mach number

at the shoulder of the body is close :o lvet, Msh is selected here as be-

ing suificiently characteristic of the local hypersonic flow field in the

region neer the particular shaped body.

The correiations (7) and (8) lend themselves to presentation on a

log-log plot with x as ordinate and p. as a.lbscissae, Fig. 10. Thtu s,
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is a pressure below which the wake will always remain steady. Or,

- -- f-Z the Far Wake law (7), to each value of p• (al!itude), there isj assigned a value of-.L•A such that any body possessing that total drag

area will produce unsteadiness sornewhere in its Far Wake at that

altitude.

Next, the Near Wake law (8) on such a plot becomes a series of

straight lines with negative one slopes, a separate line being assigned
for each value of Mhuldr

The task is now clear. The constants in Eqs. (7) and (8) must

be determined so that the hypersonic wake transition correlation

n-map may be constructed in a quantitative manner. These constants
are determined from the laboratory ballistic range data in the next two

sections, 5 and 6. In addition, the necessary interpolation curves

must be structured from the ballistic range data. This is done in

Section 7.

5. THE FAR WAKE CORRELATION

The Far Wake is that region where all details of the body shape
Ji have diffused away. Only the SiW is discernible, the BLiW having

diffused into it, Fig. 9; all that remains is information about the total

momentum defect deposited by the body - CDA. Transition in the Far

Wake is here characterized as an off-on phenomenon. As indicated in

Fig. 10 we wish to find for each free stream pressure, p , a size of

body whose wake will show unsteadiness somewhere very far downstream

as that pressure threshold is passed. In this step, no attention is paid
to the hierarchy of the transition modes. A scaling law is sought for

the onset of wake time dependency in terms only of the total momentum

defect deposited by the body drag.

Results from incompressible flow2 9 indicate that the total CDA

left by the body is the correlating length parameter independent of the

means of deposition; i.e., regardless of the details of the combination

of normal pressure, skin friction, base and induced pressure drags.

Arkhipov 3 0 performed the small disturbance stability analysis for a

planar wake with velocity profiles taken from the Tollmein's solutions.:
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The results of his wake stability analysis show that the parameter which

characterizes a transition of the flow to a state of instability is Reynoids F3a-•

number based on total wake momentum thickness: R 5 24, where mo-

mentu•n thickness is related to CDA by

~ Drg 1/p,~Ub C~ ~j~ circular

The suggestion that the onset of wake unsteadiness is characterized ý,.`

by a transition value of RQ, independent of the mechanism of drag pro-

duction, is also supported by experimental work on cylinders and flat

plates. For cylinders, wake transition occurs at Rd tw 50, with corre-

sponding R 4Z (Ref. 25). At this value of Red the total drag is

divided approximately half and half between pressure (form) drag and

skin friction drag (Ref. 25, Fig. 154). For flat plates of length 1,

Taneda's experiments 3 1 give wake transition at R P 1000, with corre-

sponding R 0 -44. In the case of the flat plate the total drag is produced t 15
by skin friction alone. The fact that Arkhipov's theoretical value is lower

than the experimental values is to be expected since the experiments deal

with transition to finite unsteadiness whereas the theory deals with the

onset of amplification of infinitesimal disturbances. Another considera-

ation is that the theoretical work assumes for the velocity profile an

asymptotic G.ussian form; whereas in the experiment, the instabilities

may develop nearer to the flat plate where the velocity profile is not

Gaussian. The actual velocity profile at the onset of amplification may

give a higher theoretical Re transition than the result developed from the

assumed Gaussian shape.

In Goldburg and Florsheim,29 tran.i_•.on in incompressible wakes

of three-dimensional bodies was considered: spheres and slender cones

of various cone angles. They showed for the three-dimensional case that

although the (Rd)T for the bodies tested varied by a factor of two, when

the total momentum thickness or 7 was used as the length paramn-

eter for onset of wake unsteadiness: (R) = 95 was a correlation to

better than 10 percent.
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Thus, there is theoretical and experimental support for correlating

the onset of hypersonic Far Wake unsteadiness with the Reynolds number

based on a length parameter characteristic of the total drag area of the

body represented by the total momentum defect across the whole SiW,

including the diffused BLiW. (This correlation was first used for hyper-

sonic wakes by W. Schultis in an ,ipublished report: Study of transition

from laminar to turbulent flow in wakes, Nov. 1961.) The ballistic

range laboratory data for all ballistic range experiments available in the

open literatul-e is plotted in Fig. II to determine empirically the con-

stant in Eq. (7), P" = constant. B

- Consider first the drum camera photographs of self-luminous wakes.

These data c?.,aracteristically show either a s, ooth diffuse texture or

show gradients in the luminosity (Fig. 12). As E. function of increasing

free stream oressure, luminous structure is either absent or then pres-

ent. No upstream motion of structure with increasing Reynolds number

is usually seen. The absence or presence of luminous structure with

increasing Reynolds number seems to have the character of an off-on

eient, as if the transition "snapped-in" from very far downstream almost

instantaneously. Such would be the character of the phenomenon repre-

sented by ýhe horizontal locus corre3ponding to a spectral value just

below (1.0 - 0.0) on the ordered-disordered spectral scale in Fig. 4.

It is stuggested that self-luminous radiation structure in the near

wake is a sensitive test for onset of finite transition in the Far Wake.

The reason for this suggestion is that radiation goes as a very high

power of the temperature. Any small anomalies in temperature will give

rise to greatly amplified structure in the radiation pattern. Thus, very

small flow field anomalies in the Near Wake, which will be amplified

into the onset of finite unsteadiness in the Far Wake, may be detectable

in the Near Wake with self-luminous radiation. Figure 10 sets forth the

transition information in air for the self-luminous diagnostic on a

pW 'D' and U. plot. Laminar corresponds to a self-luminous

photograph without structure; turbulent, with structure; and intermediate

means that the observer could not make a definite determination because

of some very slight indications of unsteadiness.
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Fig. 12 R::cetrack photographs of luminous hypersonic wakes.
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Tne sechlieren values fo: transition were obta.4,ted b- the inveeti-

giator Laying a maarker oan Lhe phtographi wlau perceptIe untsway

structure in the wake was apparent, Fig. 3. These data all showed the

b~Lavir ~e :refifn~ied in Fig. 4. ThuS, i~JIX51L wb

decreased from run W run, the Xtr or X marked by the investigator 1: .

moved further and further back tth, -wake until some minimum p-res- -

sure was passed below which no struicture was ever apparent in the wake.

The schlieren data are represented in Fig. 11 as a vertical line at the

approximate velocity of the set of experiments. At the top of the line are

the initials of the performing laboratory. At the bottom is S or C, for

sphere or cone data. Beside the line is the number of runs represented.

The top of the line is terminated with an arrow at the highest value of

p.0 ýýfor that set of experiments. The arrow indicates that the wake

would continue turbulent with increasing values of p. $F A -Obviously, ~•-)
this limit could be pushed higher and higher, eventually producing tran-

sition in the body boundary layer. If a lower asymptote is reached for

a minimum pressure (Reynolds No.) for transiion, such as shown in

Fig. 6, the arrow is terminated at the minimm p.V ;CDA of the ex-

perimient set with a horizontal mark. For example, the line at 8000 it/

sec represents the data in Fig. 6. If no minimum asymptote appears

on such a plot as Fig. 6, the line is terminated at the bottom with a

downward facing arrow indicating that the experiment set did not pro-

ceed to low enough values of p. 0jDA to reach the disappearance of

wake unsteadiness.

Figure 11 includes all available laboratory ballistic range data.

Transition is a statistical phenomenon and the off-on characterization

* used for the Far Wake lends itself to a probability analysis. The tran-

sition results of Fig. 11 give

MEAN p. 0 cm x cm Hg

1 la = + 0.5

S2o a= + 0.75

We choose here to take the low la value as the constant for the Far

Wake transition correlatio'n of EV. (7).
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p.• = 5.5 cm Hg x cm

(9)

(P 0 0/Ps) /iT 2. 2x 1-4ft

It is emphasieed that the IF DA in t•ie Far Wake correlation (9) is

the total X_• and corresponds to all of the drag in the SiW and in

the BLiW, thn latter having diffused in some fluid mechanical sense

into the form: r in the Far Wake such that they both go unsteady as a

whole or, if ;till discernible, together. This correlation is meant to

include angle of attack effects as well, so long as total at the

angle of attacŽ. is used in the correlation.

The use of ablating bodies (the self-luminous photographs depend

on the luminosity of the ablation products for the observable diagnostic)

for transition work is questionable. However, in these experiments with

small' ablation- rates (calculations show that for these experiments the

ratio of the nass rate of ablation with respect to the mass rate of air

encountered i-s less than 0(10"2). ) the transition value of p.

does not vary between individual sets oi experiments with and without

ablating bodies. If ablation rates were large, like of the order of

the mass ratt of air encountered, one might expect (1) either an

alteration to he characteristic length used (perhaps including some2
characterizat in. of the "force", rh abl U.,, divided by 1/2 p., U 2 to

make an addi-i Lonal "length' ) or (2) an alteration which is a function

of the ablation rate to the value of the constant in the Far Wake law.
Qualtatve eierment by26Qu-alitative ex)eriments by Wilson support the above arguments.

Since free shear layers are extremely unstable and have critical

Reynolds numbers of the order of 10, rarefaction effects may be im-

portant. Rep,.esenting the Reynolds number by Mach number times the

inverse of th, Knudsen number, we see thac for high Mach number flows,
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'say like th, order of 10, that the Knudsen number is like order one.

Thus, hype csonic wake unsteadiness occurs very close to the end of the

continuum P'ow regime, if not somewhat into the rarefied flow regime.

The scaling constant given in Eq. (9), !:ased on ballistic range data,

assumed fo.- spheres and cones the continuum value of CD. It may be

that CD> Dcontinuum at the onset of wake unsteadiness by 10 or
20 percent.

In co:.clusion, it is pointed out that the correlation constant of

Eq. (9) is 'ood only to like a factor of two. This is readily seen in

Fig. 11 wh- re the transition region is shown shaded to a factor of two

either side of the mean. For hypersonic transition work this is quite

usual. Fo>, example, the transition Reynolds number for heat transfer

to blunt no:,ed bodies in hypersonic flow is also known only to a factor
33of two. Uhat one is dealing with in compressible turbulent transition

is a randon:A, spectrally disorganized highly nonlinear process, the

onset of which is decidedly influenced by the anomalies in the steady-

state condit'ion of the ambient environment.

6. THE NEAR WAKE CORRELATION

In thý Near Wake, local hypersonic phenomena depending on body

shape don:.aate the flow field. The strong favorable pressure gradient,

the large t:mperature and Mach number differential across the SiW

tend to sta")ilize it. Usually only the BLiW is observed to go into finite

unsteadine-,s in schlieren and shadowgraph photographs. The SiW is

like a smcc•th sheath around the corrugated BLiW and for the electro-

magnetic scattering observable could specularly reflect the signal and

thus shield the BLiW from the radar diagnostic.

As e:-:plained in Section 3, the point at which the investigator lays

down the marker on the schlieren photograph to mark the onset of

finite unstt-adiness in the BLiW is considered here in the sense of being

that downs--,ream distance required for the development of disorder in

the flow :vith that degree of turbulence which possesses sufficient

sharpness of density gradient fluct'itQ,,,•n to re,-istlr . tc., the threr-

hold level of the diagnostic technique. It is assumed that this d.agree

of turbulence corresponds for each separate reading (each separate run
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of each sep-rate investigator) to somre unknown but more or less con-

stant value *ýn the spectral axis, Fig. 4. Thus, we assume that the

Near Wake z.chlieren data are information on how some level of non-discrete

fluctuating r_ wer moves upstream with increasing Reynolds number.

It is onmmon for transition in Mach number stabilized body-related

free shear .ayers that the hierarchy of fluid mechanizal states from

laminar to Ailly developed turbulence is compressed into a very small

streamwise distance, of the order of two or three shear layer thick-

nesses. Thi5 corresponds to the sharp drop off in percentage ordered

motion with x/d at high Rd in Fig. 4. This is in contradistinction to

Far Wake tr7ansition, where the streamwise distance for transition may

be of the oider of several hundred shear layer thicknesses. This corre-

3ponds to th. gentle drop-off in ordered motion with x/d at low Rd in

Fig. 4. Th.; fact that most flow visualization data of the wake transi-

tion 'procesi is in the near wake has misled many people into believing

that transiti on is an a priori precipitous process. The whole concept of

1tr for wak0' 3 is largely due to an overemphasis on near wake transi-

tion picture.

Hidalg at Avco Everett 27 first suggested and Demetriades and Gold21

first"dernons rated conclusively that the Rxt: z constant correlation employed

in transition of body related shear layers could be carried over to the near

wake. The s -rong dependence of this correlation on local wake Mach number,
M , at the p'int of wake transition Ialso suggested by Hidalgo2 7 ), was dem-

onstrated by Demetriades and Gold, Zeiberg, 3 5 and Pallone. Others

have indicated a dependence on M. for cones, but for cones this is essentially

M A correlation on M does not characterize the essence of the problem
e

in the local vake flow field. Hence, it does not correlate both spheres and

cones where the local M is quite different for the two geometries; in thee
case of spheres, M., not being close to Mo.

In the Near Wake region, calculations show that Me does not vary

significa:Atly as a function of distance downstream along the wake edge,

and ;-J!- th-.- the local Mach nu:ýnber at the shoulder of the body (see

sketch ii- %•.. iinition of M shoulder) is close tr M e Ther-÷.,ii-o

he re, M s ho ider is selected as a parameter related to bcdy shape w?,.n
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K
is sufficient y characteristic of the local hypersonic flow field in the

region near the particular body. Msh is high and close to M. for

slender conc s, and is low and close to 3 for spheres.

The x data, as determined and published by the investigators
9 19 34frc-n Linco!-• Laboratory, Avco/RAD, Naval Ordnance Laboratory,

and General Motors 2 6 are now used on a p. . Xtr vs Msh plot. p• t

represents -irough binary scaling the R . The correlation shown in

Fig. 13 is tr

, •X =0(I sh) cm 1ig • cm] (10)

This deterrnrnes the constant, a function of Mach number,. for the Near
Wake Law cf Eq. (8). It is noted that the Near Wake correlation of (10)

is also gooc to like a factor of two. Thus, to each value of Mshoulder,

one can ass.gri a line of negative one slope on the (xtr, p ) plot, Fig. 10.

It sho-Jd be pointed out that in the Near Wake correlation, care

was exercis ed not to use data points in the so-called "sticking" re -
~-638 .

gion.6 There is an upstream limit of the Near Wake transition
correlation There the recompression region interacts with the wake

transition p-ocesses to retard further upstream motion of xtr independ-

ent of further increases in pressure. This clearly is not included in an

Rxtr correlktion.

Now, conceptually, the(xtr, p. ) plot, Fig. 10, can be filled with

a series of vertical lines assigning a (p, )T for each .4CA and a

series of ne'-ative one-slope lines assigning an (p. x tx) for each

M shoulder* What is needed finally is an interpolation curve to connect

the fair wake-. onset altitude for the C of the body with the near

wake Rxtr jehavior for the Msh of the body.

7. THE INTERPOLATION REGIME

In the Interpolation Regime, one traverses from the Near to Far

Wake. The strong favorable pressure gradient, the strong density gra-

clients and tAe effect of body inape all become less imprnotant. Thus,

compressibility effects have smaller arid 3maller inxiuences in this

regime, anz. we look at the unsteady incompressible N"-ier-Stokes
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equation for guidance. Time is nondimensionaiized with the time re-

quired for the decar of the nearly-ordered wake flow down into some

given ijectral distribution of random small-scale turbulence, T, = X /U.

aa.d x is ht distance to a given srpectral distribution of unsteadiness,

here correspionding to x The size of the large scale eddy, whic-J i1

of the order of the size of the shear layer, is taken as the character- W

istic length in the y_-direction. These big eddies do not grow aDpre-

ciably by mnolecular diffusion in the time required to decay through growth

of instabilities. The size of the large scale is like d for blunt bodies 8S~39
and like d/3 fo? slertder cones. The distance required for the fluctua-

tion level to build up to a specified finite amplitude, say Aa, is taken

as the 'khAracterietic length in the x-direction, and here is equivalent

t 4X.

The linea.-ized time dependent equation of motion in the x-direction

- a,
+ vr u- ' u + 8u

"-t + ax &ay -+Z (I)

.-whe re
Ui =U + U,

with the usual noPatiorn for mean velocity, u, and timne dependent vel-

ocity, u'. v' is of the order of ui. u' = a(x) f(t) and T i the time

required for T. fluctuation level, io build up to an amplitude Aa.

Eubsbiiltin; into Eq. (11):

a A a a u?] U [ uI a a 2u ' %
• 7o-, ~ ~ ;ý L• ] U Tx--- • + a -T- V '- ,y I* (• -- -
;7 a tu i* (i-) ]

x x

whee N' ]1 denotee the no~ndimnen-ionalized functions and their deriva-

t.;ve f;.
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A

If the characteristic values are appropriate, ýhe nondimensionalized

functions are of order one or less and we may zok for a relationship

between the nondimensional parameters. Dividing by a and neglecting

terms of order Aa/a as small, there is from (12): -

U c + CZ C3 (131

where the C's are arbitrary constants. Rearranging

+__AB(-) (141

5 d

The constants A and B in Eq. (14) are easily determined as the two

limits of X: for X , Rd (Rd) and for Rd dxs

approaches some upstream limit, say the recompression region: -

d - (Rd)T (
X5  (Xj Rd

where is the asymptotic limit of x as R •. This equation
d

40
is the ý,.-.aogue to the equation first used by Rayleigh for plotting not

x /d, the distance to a particular spectral distribution of unsteadiness,

but, As/d, the scale of unsteadiness at a particular x as a function of

d

~s/\ Rd /(16)

where d/Xs is recognized as the Strouhal No., S = d This Strouhal

number -Reynolds number formula (16), was successfully used to corre-

late hypersonic vortex shedding data 3 9 had been the case for the in-

compressible wake. 8)22.29

Equation (15) is the form of the (xs/d, Rd) curves of Roshko given

in r'ig. 6 for the incompressible case. However, for the hypersonic

wake, alti ugh Eq. (15) evidences the correct asym-nptote for x -

Rd (Rd) it does not possess the necessary behavior of the Near
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P,

Wake correlation for Rd icreasing: Rxtr Cm, a constant dependent

k-, ~ on MaUch nurnber, Thue, for the purprse of the hypersonic wake, Eq. (15)

iszodified !..o

tr/

= Ii---n::- (1_

orwih inryscaling and wit~h d rplaced b

VC

M P- T

"" P- =D

This relationvikiip is now fully determinate (the ai of Eq. (4) having

comne out to t~e unity) since we have determined the correlation constants,

IM asgiven oe r the right hand c ide of correlation (10) and the value of
( o MachA) as given on the righthand side of correlation (9). Consid-

e ring the data for a single body, Eq. (18) ran e simplified to

x
tr1

The dimensional analysis above having been nresented, we take the par-
ameters of Eq. (19) as the variables of a relationship to be determined

empirically by the transition datna itself:

.: xt = 1 191

~1Z tr and 'D P (20

or 01h d "log-log P!Ot

T, log TI; P' logP (1

It is oeen that the two asym ptotes are correctly given:

Far Wake: oir oP =g: -

for the correct A of the experimental vehicle.

Near Wake: T' I t' p : p Xt CM

the correct C corresponding to M tv
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the experimental data correlated on the variables il' and p' will de-

termine a single normalized interpolation curve for all intersections of

the Near and Far Wake correla"ions. 1. e. . for every vthicle irs -very fluw

field each realization of the xt, p, curve is characterized by one VCDA

and one Msh - Fig. 10.

The Xtr data in the Interpolation regime as determined anA pub-

lished by the investigators from Lincoln Laboratory, 9 Avco/RAD, 19

Naval Ordnance Laboratory, and- General Motors; are now used on

a il', p' plot, Fig. 14. The reason there is so little cone data for the

Interpolation reginme as well as for the Far Wake, Fig. 11. is that gun

launched cones fly straight and level at high pressures. There is al

obvious sparsity of data for transition onset in the downstream part of

the wake, which requires experiments at lower pressure. Most transi-

tiondata have been collected for the Near Wake regime because cones

tend to be dynamically stable at high ambient pressures and schlieren

definition is good. Almost all of the published cone data are for the

Near Wake transition onset, Fig. 13. In Fig. 14 these data line up

along the Near Wake asymptote: p' + iI = 0, and are not shown.

The Interpolation regime data in Fig. 14 are used to establish an

Interpolation curve to connect the Far Wake law, t7) and (9), and the

Near Wake law, (8) and (10); see Fig. 10. The Interpolation curve

shown in Fig. 14 is normalized for all intersections of the Far Wake

"correlation (on the size of vehicle, VjDA) and the Near Wake corre- 7

IaLion (on the shape vehicle in any flow field, M ). Thus, it is now
sh

possible to construct a singie smooth curve which includes the repre-

sentation of the Far Wake correlation and the representation of the Near

Wake correlation and which has a shape not too dissimilar from Eq. (19)

and the form shown in Fig. 6 for Roshko's data.

Of course, we !.o not know what is the quantitative nature of the

spectral distribution whose forward movement is being represented by

these correlations. We have assumed that each time an investigator

lays down a marker on the schlieren photograph for the onset of wake

unsteadiness, that each event corresponds to approximately the same
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"Fig. 13 Near Wake Transition Correlation. All available experi-
mental information for air in open literature. Spheres and
slender cones.
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Fig. 14 The irterpolation regime data correlation on 1'1 log x. -
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spectral stimuli. Like the other correlations, the Interpolation curve
oi Fig. 14 is good to like a factor of two.

*, -05 Recently. investigations at Liacoln La•oratory4i and General

Motors 2 b, 42have drawn attention to phenomena which calls into question
the sim---r--c-sy and the s -heaa Ga the Proposed trazi4idon curve start-

-ig all the way from the Far Wake to and through the Inte-rpolation re-
gime intend te ina tiga the-end-.of.the Near -Wal -re~gona as rep-

resented in Fig. 14. To assess the nature of these considerations, we
ploy all of the sphe.e data in Fig. 15. We use the given axes in order
to include data which we-re presented by Slattery and Clay, only as a

set of curves on this particular grid (196Z, Fig. 5). Clay, Labitt and• :•'• latter 41

Slattery clair that their high Mach number data (Mo = 18-20) pro-
duces a separate curve from some of their data at lower Mach number

(Ref. 41, Fig. 6). However, if all of their lower Mach number data
and if all of the General Motors data is included in Fig. 15, there

As•: does not show two or several separate curves but just one smooth,
broad bandof data, with spread like a factor of two, with shape repre-

sented by Cie Near-Interpolation-Far Wake curve as developed in the
present paper. In fact, it was identically these data which were used

to establish the correlations developed herein.

Clay, Labitt and Slattery call attention to a second feature of

their data. When they consider their high speed data alone, there ap-

nears to be a sharp break to the left at about 2000 ball diameters.S• • Wilso26 -
Wilson believes his daza also evidence such behavior (1965, Fig. 7).

However, we see in Fig. 15 that when we place all of the sphere data
or. one grid, all that remains is a srmooth band of data following the

beha-vior of the correlations and interpolation developed here. As more
and more data are collected, one would expect this band to become solid

with data pci.-.ts.
-" J 1196526

A third effect was noticed by Wilson (1965) for very high Mach
number tests, M., Z 20. For blunt bodies at high Mach numbers,

there is a region of high entropy production across the nearly normal
part of the shock, Fig. 7. This region called the entropy wake is one

of high thermal excitation and resulting low density. The sensitivity of

=- ;
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_1ý'• schlieren systemns is proportional to the denasity; and aii a consequence,•

•_•,'-•when the entropy wake is hot enough, as it is at very high M,, > 20,

• then it becornes 1opaqugl' to the schlieren diagnostic and shields the

• turbul~ence in thle B3L1W from achiieren observation. U~ndcr thete ex-

,•g~l,•.•perimnental conditions -- blunt bodies at high Mach number with a schlieren

N,• diagnostic -- the turbulen~t BLiW would not b~eco-me apparent until it had

"•.•"broken through"' the low density izntropy regime• of the SitW. TLh u , e venr

•:.:•though the xt had moved upstreamn in the BLiW, the shielding of the
an.chhere diagnostic by the entropy wa~ke would make the xt a e

remain fixed at the point where BLiW entered the high entropy region.

:•:?"]Wilson's "break-through" data in Fig. 15 illustrates this phenome-non.

SHowever, itis important to raiethat thsphenomenon isciea~rly un-

-tt relie hi

dschber e systerms of the shielding of the BLiW by ahe SiW which

thides from the observer the conthiuing forward motion of fluid techan-

ical transition.

•:• •.•8. THE• HYPE.RSONIC WAKE TRANSITION MAP

p- "imWe now construct quantitatively the hypersoMcm wake transition mae

swhich was shown scheulatically in Fig. 10n The transition map will pro-

vide a method fo v making the transition curve, xt as a function of4 pressure radio (altitude), for a given body size tah t aa given

rmbody shape at a given flight velocity - M
d t b n m f sl oshe
i Tca Far Wake transition law was determined to be

"i 5 Ps

WTheno to each aqtitude, there sill correspond a body sizet

from Eq. (9). such that the ,%akc of that body \%.hen travelling at hyper-

wsoic speeds down through that iFitigude wi0 go unsteady. On the Altltude-

SXt Map of Fig. 10, this is represt:ated as a vertical line at each alti-
tude conaueg down from x aknfor the appropriate Af This has

tr 7trbeero dyshe in Fig. ib.
The Near Wake transition law was determined to be
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Fig. 16 Hypersonic Wake Transition Map.
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ba I
log1 Ps0 =O. 8 8 2 + O. 082 Msh (10)

where x i: in centimeters. Hence, on the (P, ,x tr) Map of Fig. 16

there are a series of negative one-slope lines, each for a different

sh. To facilitate the use of the Transition Map, there is given a

conversion chart and graph for M to Msh, Fig. 17.

The Interpolation curve developed in the previous section, Fig. 14,

is also shown in the map, Fig. 16. For ease of use, the Interpolation

curve is inc'uded with this report as a clear plastic overlay.

9. CONCLUSIONS

The Transition Map, Fig. 16, provides a method for making the

transition curve, x-. as function of pressure ratio (altitude), for any
tr

given body a- any given flight velocity: Connect the Far Wake onset

altitude for 'he 4CDA of the body with the Near Wake, p.o" Xtr, behavior

for the corresponding M of the body. Thus, Fig. 16 becomes some-

thing of a ccmplete Wake Transition Map for a large range of Mach

numbers and body sizes and body shapes.

This ivap is based on an analysis which takes the Reynolds num-

ber as the correlating parameter and divides the wake transition into

three region23: 1) Far Wake, where details of body shape have diffused

away and the characteristic length is the total = of the vehicle;

2) Near Wake, where tocal hypersonic phenomena depending on body

shape dominm.te the flow field making it necessary to include Msh in

the correlati-n, and the characteristic length is xtr; and 3)Interpolation

regime, where nondimensionalization of the time dependent Navier-Stokes

equation leads to the normalizing variables, xtr/CM/P00 T) and Poo/P-oT'

which allow a single correlation of the interpolation region data.

Only i. a vehicle reentry from outside the atmosphere down to sealevel

can one take t single vehicle, make a single test, and with radar follow the up-

stream moticn of x as a function of pressure ratio (altitude). Such informa-
tr

tion is presertly unavailable in the open literature and so no comparison

can be made of the Map predictions with an appropriate experiment
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to give xt, A.s at function ot altitude for a single realization of the wake

of a single vehicle. The comparison of the Map prcdictions with ballistic

range data will be good to a factor of two because all ballistic range

-data availa.le to date was used to derive the correlations, good to a

factor of two, which then were used to construct the Map itsel. Hence,

the Map certainly applies for predicting future ballistic range results.

A In ballistic ranges, each firing in a given ambient gas produces one value

of Xtr and this value will be predicted by the Map to within a factor of

two.

It must be remembered that predictions based on the Transition

. Map are for fluid mechanical unsteadiness for a nonablating body. This

fluid mech,:nical unsteadiness is observed by visual analysis of schlieren

and shadowgraph photographs. Microwave data are for electron wake

unsteadiness. It is most likely that fluid mechanical unsteadiness is a

prerequisite for electron wake unsteadiness. Thus, it is to be expected

that the Mo•p predictions are closer to the body than microwave data will

indicate, Fi,--'. Further, the selected location of the beginning of fluid

mechanical unsteadiness as determined from visual examination of photo-

graphs is not sensitive to the wave length of the unsteadiness at that

point. How.•ver, the location of wake unsteadiness as determined by

microwave scattering is very sensitive to the scale of the electron un-

steadiness. The wake after having gone fluid mechanically unsteady may

not product! the resonant electron fluctuation scale for microwave scat-

tering untiV further downstream or until a higher ambient pressure is

reached. Thus, at a given pressure, the relative location of the radar

wake traniAtion further downstream than the fluid mechanical prediction

is a reaso-nable state of affairs, even without considering the problem of

electron p Coduction.

The work here for the hypersonic wake transition map has been

done in th,. context of low or vanishingly small mass transfer from the
body into he wakae. The ekpectation in the case of high ablation mass

transfer to the wake would be the following for each respective transi-

tion wake regime: 1) Far Wake: To total add somc length char-

acterizing the rate of momentum intorchange between the ablation
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I ii~l ty , 'itihq, prtv mcloi n if th. O lw i •g oltilcm iiprovo $11d *o thm dopth

of undcrstandirg increases it is expected that modifications in detail will

be necessary for the results presented here. For example, it is !':!ely

tiat the Near Wake transition behavior is related at a secondary level to

the width of the wake. Not solely dependent on distance from the body as

represented in the Near Wake correlation of Eq. (10). Waldbusser 4 3 and

Bailey44 will shortly demonstrate that some reduction in the spread of the

data for the Near Wake correlation, Fig. 13, can be achieved by using

P, 0 Xtr • 6/J as the ordinate, where 8 is the wake thickness, instead

of just Po" Xtr alone.
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